Recovery communities
worksheet 2:
Building a recovery
network or community

Step one – Connect
Who else in your area shares your interest in recovery? Who could
help you to bring these people together?

Step two
How can you build effective relationships within the network or
community?

Step three
What themes are emerging in the conversations between you?
What dreams do you have for recovery in your area?

Step
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covery
List
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Aims
People

To introduce thinking about recovery
To explore our lived experience of recovery
Objectives
Resources
By the end of this session you should:
•
have an understanding of a recovery journey
Wisdom
Materials
Projector and laptop
PowerPoint slides (if available)
Finance
Flipchart paper, pens and marker pens
Worksheet 1 – Introduction to talk about recovery
Resources & References
The Recovery Stories DVD

Step five
Recovery Activists Facilitation Sheet
What small or large action can you take together in the near future?

The following steps can be followed in a 1-2-1 meeting or a group
work setting.
Brief introduction round table no surnames and no job titles;
Handout Worksheet One;
Allow 30 minutes for the following piece of work;
Play One story at a time ask that nobody writes anything until the
videosix
clip is completed;
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the things that strike them the most from the clip, words or scenarios;
Allow 30 minutes for the following piece of work;
Once you have done this with the 6 video clips. Ask people to share
individually what they wrote about 2 of the people in the films.
Whole Group Conversation
Which interview touched you most deeply? What moved you?
Has this discussion changed your views?
If so, how? to tell us about your progress! Good news inspires others,
Remember
lessons learned are lessons shared with the whole community.

Stay connected to the Consortium (more to come here Mark)

